POWER LINE WARNING

Panaji : March 13, 2020
Phalguna 23, 1941

The newly laid 11KV underground cable from Heera Petrol Pump RMU at Patto to Diwar Ferry RMU at Ribandar along with 630 KVA Milroc CSS, 400 KVA Balbharati CSS, 400KVA Diwar Ferry CSS will be test charged on March 14, 2020 and will remain charged.

Also newly laid 11KV underground cable from Merces Underpass RMU to 400 KVA Ribandar Causeway CSS to 400KVA Chodan Ferry CSS to Missel Hotel RMU to 400KVA GIM CSS to Wagh T/C RMU at Ribandar will test charged on March 14, 2020 and will remain charged.

Public are hereby cautioned not to come in contact with the above stated equipments as the same may be dangerous to human and animal life.
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